
Financial services  
for everyone,  
everywhere

Mig.finance



Applying to  
a specialized agent.  
Limited coverage  
of solutions + no ability 
for automatization  
of the process

What do you  
do to open a bank 
account or payment 
account outside of  
your local jurisdiction?

Personal research —  
tons of information,  
lots of time to make  
the right decision.  
Unclear process  
of providing  
documentation
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Complex and unstructured 
process of providing 
documents

Limited number  
of solutions with  
specialized agents

Payment institutions  
rarely know how to work 
with agents/affiliates

Affiliates get commissions 
with a big hold period + 
complicated process  
of withdrawal

Payment institutions 
don’t know how to utilize 
unapproved traffic

Problems  
of the market
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You start the onboarding 
process and pay both  
to the corporate service 
provider and the  
payment institution
(takes 7-15 days)

How do corporate service providers (CSPs) 
work now?

After it,  
they search for 
solutions for 5-7 days  
(risk profile and track-record)

They bring 
you coffee

You come to the 
corporate service 
provider to open  
the banking or  
payment account
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Limited exposure for a 
client, especially in need of 
different products or non-
mainstream jurisdictions Additional commissions  

for the companies  
and individuals if to  
apply via agents

Low acceptance rate 
for the underbanked 
countries 

Complicated 
process of collecting 
documentsTo check the status of your 

application you must write 
to your manager

Problems 
(corporate 
service 
providers)
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Solutions  
for the clients

One-window service

30+ banking and payment  
service providers  
10+ products

Apply continuously for 
different products from  
one window

Fast documents collection 
through the innovative 
onboarding flow 
5 minutes for individuals  
1 business day for companies

Automatic notifications  
on the status of your 
applications

Apply to the open community 
for transparency checks 
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https://t.me/migfinancecommunity


Advantages 
for the 
referrals/
agents/
affiliates

Blockchain-based referral system   
you get the commission right after  
your lead is accepted. You see  
all the leads statuses real-time

Higher acceptance rate as  
Mig.finance has 30+ partners 
payment systems, bank and  
other financial services providers

Check the statuses of your 
leads online and get real-
time notifications

Wide range of 
products 

3 minutes to make a 
registration and start

Open community in 
Telegram to learn and 
explore 7



Advantages 
for the 
payment 
institutions, 
banks, card 
service 
providers

Only verified leads — we 
make KYC and KYB of clients 
and supply you with leads 
on your chosen parameters

Widen your pipeline 
of clients

Onboard in the service  
in 1 business day to start

Provide your rejected 
clients to monetize them

Widen the products pipeline for 
your clients (cross-selling)
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It is easy  
to start — 
get a unique 
link and start 
referring

Referral link: mig.finance/349
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https://mig.finance/349


Roadmap

Innovative 
KYC/KYB flow

Basic payment 
services 
coverage

 30+ payments 
and banking 
systems

DONE AUG 20DONE
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Initial Dex 
Offering 
Details Blockchain:       Binance Chain

DEX:          PancakeSwap

Ticker:         MIGFINANCE

Total supply:       100M tokens

Listing allocation:     52M tokens

Hot deflationary mechanics:  1% of the every  
          transaction is burned  
          for the first 30 days,  
          0,5% from every  
          transaction after it

Listing event is coming soon
Backed by 



Reduced 
commissions for the 

payment systems

Higher rewards for 
agents and referrals  

in token

Priority onboarding 
payments in token

token utilities
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Contacts

Website          https://mig.finance

Announcements       https://t.me/migfinancenews 

General community     https://t.me/migfinancecommunity

Affiliates/agents community   https://t.me/migfinanceagents

Try the product now on mig.finance

https://mig.finance
https://t.me/migfinancenews
https://t.me/migfinancecommunity
https://t.me/migfinanceagents
https://mig.finance

